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Software by OtsLabs. Additional

Features (free of charge)
include. Nov 17, 2010 Edit

functions have been expanded to
make OtsAV DJ even easier to
use . Jul 6, 2010 Present your

music videos in a "MTV-style"
with s! mooth titling, mixing and
a scrolling ticker! This software
provides amazing time-scaling.
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Additional Features (free of

charge) include. Ots Labs
discount deal and coupons on
OtsAV DJ Pro, the leading DJ
software for DJs, broadcasters,

radio automation with all
essential and advanced features.
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create effect-scales that are made
up of several tracks – that makes

it possible to create. Nov 17,
2010 Edit functions have been
expanded to make OtsAV DJ

even easier to use. Oct 12, 2010
OtsAV DJ is compatible with
almost all MIDI controllers

available and can therefore also
be operated with the standard
controllers provided by Akai,

MPC, Pioneer and others. Aug 3,
2010 Present your music videos
in a "MTV-style" with s! mooth
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titling, mixing and a scrolling
ticker! This software provides

amazing time-scaling. OtsAV DJ
- A DJ Software by OtsLabs.
Additional Features (free of

charge) include. Oct 12, 2010
OtsAV DJ is compatible with
almost all MIDI controllers

available and can therefore also
be operated with the standard
controllers provided by Akai,
MPC, Pioneer and others. Oct

27, 2010 OtsAV DJ includes the
ClearAudio Time-Scaling
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technology by Ots Labs that
allows you to. Dec 15, 2010

OtsAV DJ allows you to create
and edit track lists and loop files.
You can even use the algorithm
with the existing track to change

the song order. Feb 17, 2011
OtsAV DJ enables you to import

your audio and video files in
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